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Views of model-based RL
Contrast with classical model-free RL, aka 
direct RL (e.g., Q-learning, Sarsa, TD(λ))

Experience --> policy (or value function)

In model-based RL, experience is stored in a 
world model

Experience --> model --> policy (or val fn)

The second step is called planning, 
a slower, background process



Views of model-based RL (2)

Any way of storing experience for later use

To achieve greater data efficiency

Batch methods can be viewed as model-
based, where the stored batch is the model

Same for experience replay



My view of model-based RL
Learning and sculpting (structuring and 
tuning) the world model is one of the major 
activities of an intelligent agent (mind)

Model = world knowledge

World knowledge = predictions of option 
outcomes

Planning is a background thing that can 
largely be separated from moment-to-
moment state update and action selection



Some kinds of models
Transition probability matricies (and expected 
reward matrices)

Differential equations

Stored explicit experiences (batch methods, 
experience replay)

Move generators and minimax opponents

Bayesian models (sensor and motion models)

Option models



Desiderata
For model-based RL

Representational power of model: 
Generality, expressiveness, flexibility, 
extensibility, compatibility with approximations

Anytime. Graceful scaling of performance 
with computation and solution complexity

Fast reaction time

Graceful intermixing of abstractions

Learnability of models
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Two views of planning

1. Conventional view: Planning is by low-level, 
iterated, 1-step simulation -- simulation of 
observations with agent’s state-update 
process applied to the simulated 
observations. 

2.Jumpy projection (option) view. Planning can 
jump over lots of stuff. Projection is state-
to-state without observations. Planning uses 
the state transitions but doesn’t care how 
they came about.



I have argued that AI should 
be more experience oriented

Experience = the stream of agent 
sensations and actions

Experience is the data of AI, its structure 
matters, time matters, order matters

Knowledge should be predictions of 
experience

State should be predictions of experience

Planning should be consideration of and 
choosing among future experiences



Recant: Planning is not about 
experience trajectories

It is about state trajectories

And not even complete trajectories -- it is 
about state-to-state jumps with no actions 
or observations considered along the way

These jumps I will call projections



From experience to 
skeletal experience

Experience

State trajectories

Jumping from state to state

a1, o1, r1, a2, o2, r2, a3, o3, r3, . . .

s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6, s7, s8, s9, . . .

s1, s5, s9, . . .

Yes!



The notion of agent state
State = whatever the agent uses

as a summary of its past 

to select actions 

to predict the future (e.g., for planning)

The state is updated on every time step

I am raising agent state up to a significance 
formerly reserved for experience



Temporal assumptions

The system (agent + environment) has a 
natural time step

The rate at which the agent acts and 
senses its environment (could be 
continuous time)

State update must operate on this time scale

Planning may be faster or slower

Should projection operate on this time scale?



Projection
In english: A looking into the future, 
predicting a future outcome of a way of 
behaving

Here we mean more specifically

An elementary or direct prediction, not a 
composition of predictions

Predicting a future state (and, possibly, 
cumulative reward along the way), -- not 
observations



The question

Planning consists of the consideration of 
sequences of composed projections

Should the time-scale of projection be the 
same as the natural time-scale of the 
system?

Perhaps the answer is “obviously no”, 
but so often engineered systems build in the 
identity of system and projection time steps



Approaches that equate 
projection and system time steps 

Kalman filtering

Simultaneous localization and modeling (SLAM)

POMDPs

MDPs

Semi-MDPs

Particle filtering

Model-based conventional control methods



Strengths of the 
conventional approach 
(low-level simulation)
The low-level generative model can make 
sense to people. It can be measured 
precisely under controlled conditions 
(calibration)

If the low-level model can be gotten exactly 
correct, then all else is correct as well



De-coupled architecture

Given the concept of agent state, we need:

A state-update process

A low-level policy

A state-to-state model

But the design of each of these things can 
be done separately. They are not linked as 
they are in bayesian methods

E.g., we don’t need sensor or motion models



De-coupling planning 
from state update

State is whatever the agent uses 
(could be histories, variable-order Markov, or 
Bayesian, we don’t care)

But it is updated to generate state 
trajectories

Model learning and planning then work from 
the state trajectories

Models are learned state-to-state from 
whatever transitions occur



Benefits of De-coupling 
update and projection (1)

1. Reducing dependencies is just good. 
Frees the design space.
The more one part can operate without 
relying on the proper operation of other 
parts the better

2.Planning and model learning can proceed 
soundly with any state, without any 
interpretation in terms of underlying 
variables. The state could be histories, 
variable-order Markov, or lossy Bayesian with 
poor sensor and motion models



Benefits of De-coupling 
update and projection (1)

3.Planning can be faster

Projection can skip over observations and 
states, and previous planning

4.Learning is easier 

You see state sequences, you learn shortcuts

Everything you learn about is visible
cf. learning sensor and motion models



Benefits of De-coupling 
update and projection (1)

5.Projection, being direct, can be computationally 
cheaper than simulation

No sampling from observation distributions

6.Projection, being direct, can be more accurate 
than an iteration of 1-step projections

Both of these are huge



Implications

With one-step models, there is no question 
of which model to learn or use

With jumpy models, there is an infinity of 
possible models -- so which should we use?

This is a question that we want to answer

Organizing your models, your world 
knowledge, is an important activity for an 
intelligent system -- we need to address it!



Choosing among models

Seek determinism (small branching factor)

Encapsulate repeated trajectories and 
searches

Seek models that frequently take the max or 
produce value improvements during planning

That achieve subgoals, particularly subgoals 
that are only intermittently valuable



Choosing among models (2)
The most useful models are those

That are reliable over world changes

That are accurate over a large space of inputs

Whose range matches the domain of other 
useful models

That have good transient reward

That arrive in states of intermittent high 
value



Conclusions
Planning should be state oriented, and jumpy

The state-to-state jump is key to planning, 
but is absent from the dominant engineering 
approaches

The dominant approach is to project with 
low-level simulations of observations and a 
Bayesian state update 

The key question -- currently ignored -- is 
which jumps to include in the model and 
consider during planning



Thank you for your attention



temporally extended ways of behaving 
(policies with termination conditions)

a generalization of primitive actions

minimalist, lightweight

not necessarily to be executed
not necessarily hierarchical
not necessarily explicitly represented

options



predictions of of option outcomes:

state at termination

cumulative reward (or anything) along the 
way

option models generalize value functions

option models generalize one-step models of 
the world’s dynamics – and can replace them 
one-for-one in familiar planning methods

option models



Planning with options
Option = temporally extended ways of 
behaving (policy + termination condition)

Model contains state-to-state predictions of 
the outcome of options

State --> next state, reward along the way

Outcomes may be many and variable numbers 
of steps delayed

Short-term and long-term models can be 
freely intermixed


